New insights into the physiology of retrograde cardioplegia delivery.
Although retrograde cardioplegia (RC) is being increasingly used in clinical practice, its physiology is unclear. Because the microvascular architecture of the coronary venous system is different from that of the arterial system, we hypothesized that myocardial perfusion would be different during RC compared with anterograde cardioplegia (AC) delivery. To better understand these differences, three groups of dogs were studied during similar RC and AC flow rates. Radiolabeled microsphere-derived microvascular flow underestimated total cardioplegia flow by 66% during RC. For the same flows, the first-pass extraction fractions of 201Tl and 99mTc were significantly less during RC compared with AC despite adjusting for microsphere loss. Myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE), however, provided an accurate estimation of AC and RC flow rates. In addition, the rate of myocardial cooling for most of the left ventricular myocardium was similar for AC and RC at the same flow rates, as long as the flow rates were brisk. It is concluded that microvascular and nutrient flows are significantly lower at the same flow rates during RC compared with AC due to loss of RC at different microvascular sites. Unlike microspheres and diffusible radioisotopes, MCE can provide a reliable measure of myocardial flow during RC delivery. Furthermore, myocardial cooling is similar in most of the myocardium during high-flow RC and AC, which suggests that the clinical benefits of RC are probably related to myocardial cooling and that substrate replenishment may be better achieved at the same flow rates and myocardial temperatures with AC rather than RC.